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A Simplified Aircraft Control System

If one wanted to do a climbing turn to the right he simply leads into this with the head and shoulders by turning his head and shoulders to the right - at the same ... 
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A Simplified Aircraft Control System Ray Kendall This control system is an attempt to simplify flying and make it safer. The system was designed to use the natural tendencies of a person to cause himself to move in some desired direction. The system consists of a conventional wheel connected to the aileron torque tube leading forward to the control column. The wheel, however, has a third movement added to it. The



or the other, he would lead into this by first turning his head and shoulders in this direction and also rolling his head and shoulders in this direction. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that flying would be



quite simple if a control system utilizing a follow-through of



foot throttle in automobiles. The system was installed in



aileron and elevator actions are conventional. The third movement added to the wheel is the rudder control. This movement is left-right rotation about an axis perpendicular to the aileron torque tube. The throttle is controlled by a foot operated pedal—much like an automobile. The entire idea to simplify flying evolved from a motion-



the front cockpit of a tandem Taylorcraft and successfully demonstrated many times. People who had never flown before



demonstrated their ability to fly the airplane through all types of coordinated maneuvers in the first hour of flying. The system as mounted in the



Taylorcraft was a temporary installation. It clamped to the



study of people—from children to adults.



tubular frame of the airframe



This motion-study



and



was made to determine what a person did first to lead into changing his velocity or direc-



the wheel forward giving down elevator to nose the plane down. If one wanted to do a climbing



turn to the right he simply leads into this with the head and shoulders by turning his head and shoulders to the right - at the same time inclining his head



and shoulders back to look up. In making these leading motions he will naturally coordinate elevator, rudder and aileron. This system, besides having



the natural coordination in it, also leaves all of the control units free and independent of



each other — therefore all types tion of motion. By studying children at play,



walking, running, on skates, or riding a tricycle or a bicycle— it was determined that the head and shoulders lead into any change in velocity or direction. It was found that if a person



was going to increase his speed, his head and shoulders went forward first, and vice versa.



If he intends to turn one way



these natural tendencies were built. An examination of the sketch will show that a control such as



this will utilize the natural tendencies. For example, if you were going to go down or increase velocity the tendency is to lean forward, leading with the head and shoulders and following through with the hands on this motion. This pushes



of acrobatics can be performed — or if it becomes necessary to cross-coordinate the controls it can be done. This is very often necessary in emergency landings or cross-wind take-offs and landings. I have built a system to try the theories of using the natural follow-through motions. I have



required



no



structural



changes or welding. The aileron, elevator and rudder controls all tied to the regular control system under the front seat. In order to fit the control column behind the instrument panel it was necessary to remove the small header tank.



In place of the right rudder pedal, which was removed from



the front seat, a foot throtle was connected



so that either



the



hand throttle or the foot throttle could be used. The throttle was spring loaded to the closed position. The back seat was left with all of the conventional controls



in. This was at the request of the local CAA agent, and was a good plan because a pilot of



conventional experience could ride as safety pilot. Several people in the Tulsa



area flew the plane using my simplified control system and liked it very well. CAA agent Charles Schuch also flew with the control system and praised it very much and thought it's



possibilities should be further developed.



taken into account the long and



This system will enable many people with physical handicaps



familiar use by people of the



to fly also.
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Practical Aircraft Balance . . . Simplified 

location. 682 Ibs.â€”* A/C. Â± empty weight. 800 Ibs.â€”Â»(with new engine). Practical. Aircraft. Balance... Simplified. By Noel J. Becar, EAA 725. San Francisco - East ...










 








Practical Aircraft Balance . . . Simplified 

=_____. 682#. PROOF: Orig. A/C empty weight: Added, moment due to heavier engine: H8#. Engine removed: â€” 158#. Engine replaced: 276#. 16.0". = 10,912" ...










 








hints for homebuilders a simplified electrical system 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. A SIMPLIFIED ELECTRICAL SYSTEM. BY PETER H. BURGHER. The goal was to produce the sim- plest electrical system ...










 








Conceptual Aircraft Hinge Moment Measurement System A 

The Conceptual Aircraft Hinge Moment Measurement System (CAHMMS) was designed, prototyped, and validated to improve hinge moment estimates early in ...










 








A Simplified Plasma Current Profile Model for Tokamak Control 

the experimental identification of some diffusion coef- ficients. ... p = knT, perfect gases law, where Ë™v ... particle diffusion coefficient, is of the order of 10âˆ’3s;.










 








On AirCraft - SpaceAge Control 

Investigation of the Fuselage Interference on a Pitot-Static Tube Extending Forward From the ..... regions behind the shock waves which form ahead of the.










 








FAULT TOLERANT CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN: A 

Gehin, 2001) proposes a terminology on fault tolerant control problems. The main goal of FTC is to increase system's reliability. Some publications have ...










 








body control system 

If not, configuration which is set automatically by selecting vehicle model .... INPUT 1 - 5 outputs the voltage waveforms of 5 systems simultaneously. - It operates ...... AUTO LOCK SET. Auto door ... Buzzer: Sound Intelligent Key warning buzzer.










 








MicroBase ProfessionalTM Aircraft Analysis System 

Transfer Data to/from MicroVib II. Â· Data Identification For Permanent Recordkeeping. Â· Balance History Records. Â· Engine Vibration Analysis. Â· Vibration Trend ...










 








emission control system - shinny.co.uk 

(b) Install a vacuum gauge (EVAP control system test equip- ment vacuum ...... (a) Connect the MITYVAC (Handâ€“Held Vacuum Pump) to port S of the VCV.










 








C Control System 

the RangeLink has a micro-power mode built in, so you can do the pre-flight ... Power source for header tracker. .... (=R/C V+ )for headertracker power supply .... There is a switch-mode regulator built in the RangeLink Transmitter module, you ...










 








emission control system - shinny.co.uk 

(4) Warm Up Threeâ€“Way Catalytic Converter. (5) Threeâ€“Way Catalytic Converter. (6) Sequential Multiport Fuel Injection*. PCV. EVAP. EGR. WUâ€“TWC. TWC. SFI.










 








online control system AWS 

IP address can be configured manually on the device itself or with the OCS software under Ethernet Config. The IP address of the LD. DSP44K or DSP45K amplifier is set at the factory to 192.168.0.100. This means that a different IP address must be use










 








EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEM 

LEAK DETECTION PUMP. VENT VALVE ... system and cylinder head will allow air suction .... 1NZ-FE EMISSION CONTROL â€“ VACUUM SWITCHING VALVE.










 








Emission Control System 

fuse/relay box), and connect it to a T-fitting from a vacuum gauge and a vacuum pump as shown. VACUUM/PRESSURE. GAUGE,. 0-4in.Hg. 07JAZ-001000B.










 








Neuromuscular Control System 

spinal reflexes, subroutines of motor impulses from the central nervous system, and .... on the various flexor muscles of the arm, xhich cause the elbow to bend.










 








online control system AWS 

delay calculation), to define minimum and maximum values in the Frequency Response window, to activate unwrapped phase range and to switch the phase .... Single – each channel is individually adjustable via CHANNEL EDIT and SPEAKER PRESET EDIT and ca










 








Control System ... - CiteSeerX 

Abstractâ€”MRI based nano- and microrobotics show good potential for new targeted .... an average particle size of 10nm in oil buffer, FerroTec. Corporation) was ...










 








Conceptual Aircraft Hinge Moment Measurement System ... - Size 

conducting wind tunnel tests to compare the expected theoretical, historical, and. Computational ... attack, control surface deflection, and trim tab deflection. The effects ... the desired ability of control surface actuation to change the deflectio










 








Building Basics: Aircraft control cables, part1 - Size 

fatigue and break. Smaller diameter wires do not have as much steel to be compressed or stretched during a bend, so the strain on the steel is not as great.










 








Building Basics: Aircraft control cables, part1 

are quiet, efficient, and reliable. While the proper rigging of the con- ... Aircraft Control Cables, Part 1. Background and ..... assembly, there are hydraulic bench-.










 








Static System For The Homebuilt Aircraft 

by as much as 500 ft. or even more. That is the ... of minus 1,000 ft. to plus 1,000 ft. the altimeter must read within plus or minus 20 ft. of actual altitude, from 1,000.










 








Maintenance & Restoration: Your Aircraft Vacuum System 

Vacuum pump failures are considered commonplace, and it's hard to imagine flying in instrument conditions without some form of backup attitude system.










 








SICOMAT : A system for SImulation and COntrol analysis of ... .fr 

This description uses the elementary block diagrams of the software Simulink. The user ... This method avoids to express differential equations in a language or ...
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